All "news" outlets are calling the Charlottesville
protest a "white nationalist rally" in those exact
words, almost as if a memo was issued to advise all
of the exact wording that should be used
submitted ago by lettersofmarque
So I'm browsing for news this morning on what happened yesterday in Virginia and I see something
odd: every single "news" source is describing yesterday's protest as a "white nationalist rally". No
deviation, no alternate descriptions, exactly "white nationalist rally" over and over. Who decided that?
Is there a white nationalists club that declared a meeting for yesterday?
This rally, protest, meeting, gathering, or assembly could be called many things, especially since I
haven't heard the protestors themselves give it a name, or at least not a name the "news" is willing to
repeat. So it's odd that the description of "white nationalist rally" is repeated verbatim by every "news"
source, almost like someone told them whay to say. Reminds me of the old memo ordering all "news"
to describe an HRC speech as "muscular". Speaking of collusion ...
Edit: After some digging for this, far more digging than should be necessary, I think I found that the
event was officially titled the "UNITE THE RIGHT August 12, 2017, Charlottesville, Virginia" It used
to have a Facebook page but it is no longer accessible: Unite the Right Free Speech Rally facebook.com. Again, speaking of collusion, info from the actual organizers of this event are blacked
out from any search results on Google and duckduckgo.
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[–] Fatty9000 6 points (+8|-2) ago
This exactly, "white nationalist" became a red flag when they first started calling Milo one. Really hard
to defend the meeting when people are flying the Nazi flag. This rally set the whole "right" back it was
exactly what the democrats wanted.
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[–] DyingEurope 1 points (+1|-0) ago

"And when the young Movement is able to force publication of its existence on the giant
national TV networks, in magazines, press, etc., – it serves as a clarion call to the frustrated
millions who are looking for such a movement. It is only thus that we have been able to
contact thousands of people all over the world who have never before been in any “patriot”
outfit, but couldn’t resist the American Nazi Party and the World Union of National
Socialists.
The Swastika and Hitler, far from being millstones, are actually the answer to the eternal
problem of the “right-wing” – money!
When you don’t have money for paper, meeting halls, etc., – as our side never does – you
can go into the streets and march and distribute homemade handbills and picket – for
nothing. The Jews go wild, attack – and you then have free use of millions of dollars’ worth
of Jewish TV, newspapers, magazines, etc.! Of course, you may get bloodied and have to sit
in jail awhile recuperating. But this is a small price to pay for the astonishing results."
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[–] MONKEYBUSINESS 0 points (+1|-1) ago
100% this.
https://twitter.com/Neubadah/status/896420276828864514
These are not our best guys.
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[–] Salbuchi_2019 5 points (+5|-0) ago (edited ago)
It's almost like a certain ethnic group dominates the news industry!
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[–] DasReich 4 points (+4|-0) ago
And they all call the other side "peaceful protestors."
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[–] MONKEYBUSINESS 2 points (+2|-0) ago
"counter protesters"
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[–] DasReich 0 points (+0|-0) ago

That was yesterday's narrative until they could figure out who the suspect was. Now it's "Peaceful
Protestors".
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[–] CowWithBeef 4 points (+4|-0) ago
Anyone who didn't predict this has not been paying attention.
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[–] wodehouse 3 points (+3|-0) ago
They got the CIA memo. Or maybe they are just lazy and copy the same preformatted AP news story.
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[–] Salicaz 3 points (+3|-0) ago
When did being a white nationalist become being a Nazi anyway?
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[–] Napierdalator 10 points (+10|-0) ago
When jews won World War II.
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[–] MadCatTimberWolf 2 points (+2|-0) ago
The Communist flag in the Liberal camp is welcomed without comment or concern by any of their kind
or Lame Media.
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[–] tholinz 2 points (+2|-0) ago
John Podesta had another press dinner at his house
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[–] shroomcloud 2 points (+2|-0) ago
The news outlets received emails from bosses at CIA to slant this as a Nazi meeting. And he given them
words to say.
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[–] MONKEYBUSINESS 1 points (+1|-0) ago
because a memo was issued.
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[–] Tor1 1 points (+1|-0) ago
Newscasters Agree
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TM8L7bdwVaAYouTube
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[–] Laserchalk 1 points (+1|-0) ago (edited ago)
Our government funded news channel in Australia called it a white supremacist rally.
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[–] Onlio 1 points (+1|-0) ago
Soros owns the media. They will put out anything he tells them to.
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[–] Cucky_Sanders 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Soros.... you think the frontman and face of globalism cant fund KKK/skin heads as well as ANT-FA
lulzz.
Whole thing was a planed setup from the word go. That governor is going to have some major legal
issues on his hands. (and criminal)
• permalink
[–] AntiTomato 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Government issuing news directives has happened before.
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[–] JayDrifts 0 points (+0|-0) ago
The helicopter crash was 100% fake!!
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[–] White-Supremacist 0 points (+0|-0) ago
https://youtu.be/1gqYcQTpq_c?t=150YouTube Illustrates what you suspect.
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[–] im_the_dude_man 0 points (+1|-1) ago

There were a bunch of Nazi flags and KKK members, I don't know what you'd call it other than a white
nationalist movement. Especially with chants of "blood and soil". If you really want to "Unite the
Right" that isn't how to do it.
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[–] EarlPoncho -1 points (+0|-1) ago
https://genesisofman.wordpress.com/2017/08/13/dear-unitetheright-we-won-start-acting-like-it/ just
wrote this on that dumbass rally
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[–] Pawn -1 points (+0|-1) ago
They had white nationalists, nazis, commies, antifa at the Charlottesville protest. News media went
with the most eye catching group and called it that.
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[–] MONKEYBUSINESS -1 points (+0|-1) ago
The torch march, Swastikas and confederate flags make it so you don't even need the volume on to get
the message loud and clear.
https://twitter.com/Neubadah/status/896420276828864514
The Alt Right fucked up Big Time!
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[–] Pawn 0 points (+0|-0) ago
ah damn
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[–] ILoveYouTallestSkil -2 points (+0|-2) ago
lawlzzzz when you carry nazi flags, shout heil hitler, and your entire demographic is made up of white
males in polos and cargo shirts, you're probably at a WS rally. Also, dont forget the trump cucks who
were wearing their klan hoods.
You cucks are pathetic.
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